
electronically and executed at the employee's leisure. Any training
updates and certifications generated from the Veroot LMS are also
updated and stored with the employee.

"The goal was to give the over 200 LACsthat use Veroot a place
to maintain their employee data efficiently. A lot of LACsdon't
have money to build and deploy their own training and employee
management system. If they already use Veroot for TSA or FMCSA
compliance they can take advantage of HUB for free," said
Williamson.

Veroot Announces HUB - Employee Training and Document Management
The largest and fastest growing Compliance System for Air Freight improves the way
companies can manage their employee training information and certification documents.

Veroot.com, the leader in Compliance Management for Indirect
Air Carriers (LACs)introduces HUB - an expanded employee
monitoring, training and document management system.

"HUB is designed to securely store all training and relevant
employee documents. in one spot. This information can be
accessed globally by H.R., the TSA Security Coordinator, or upper
management," announced Joe Hurst, co-founder ofVeroot.

Although Veroot's systems traditionally focused on TSA and FMCSA
compliance, HUB allows the LAC to set up and store all types of
training and documents. The system proactively sends reminders
when the employee is eligible for training, and also indicates when
the employee's training has expired.

"Let's say you need to monitor Tow Motor Certification. You can
add this to your training options with one mouse click, and set the
renewal period as a reminder," Hurst said.

Maintaining compliance often requires keeping certifications, tests,
and other documents on file. HUB users can simply attach any file
type to the employee - and store this in perpetuity. "We have had
companies ask us about access control and maintaining a roster with
an accompanying photo of the employee. So that option has been
added - and if you have access, it is searchable within the Veroot
search bar," commented Rick Williamson ofVeroot.

The new HUB features integrate nicely with any roster that might
already be maintained in the Veroot system. Employees are still
assigned to their home station and may be viewed and filtered on
demand. HUB interfaces with the Veroot Learning Management
System (LMS) which offers a wide spectrum ofTSA curriculum and
Security Awareness training for DOT drivers. This training is done

"U:;is amazing to see the clarity
by which training deadlines and
certification renewals can be
resolved when you standardize
on a business process like HUB.
It keeps people from rustling

through fUecabinets and soFGing
spreadeheets - it's ~n right
there for you on the Ver-oat

HUe dashboard. JJ

Hurst remarked, "It is amazing to see the clarity by which training
deadlines and certification renewals can be resolved when you
standardize on a business process like HUB. It keeps people from
rustling through file cabinets and sorting spreadsheets - it's all right
there for you on the Veroot HUB dashboard."

Veroot.com is proud member of the AF.A - additional information
is available at www.veroot.com +

http://www.veroot.com

